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Twisted double bilayer graphene has recently emerged as an interesting moiré material that exhibits strong
correlation phenomena that are tunable by an applied electric field. Here we study the atomic and electronic
properties of three different graphene double bilayers: double bilayers composed of two AB stacked bilayers
(AB/AB), double bilayers composed of two AA stacked bilayers (AA/AA), as well as heterosystems composed
of one AB and one AA bilayer (AB/AA). The atomic structure is determined using classical force fields. We
find that the inner layers of the double bilayer exhibit significant in-plane and out-of-plane relaxations, similar to
twisted bilayer graphene. The relaxations of the outer layers depend on the stacking: atoms in AB bilayers follow
the relaxations of the inner layers, while atoms in AA bilayers attempt to avoid higher-energy AA stacking. For
the relaxed structures, we calculate the electronic band structures using the tight-binding method. All double
bilayers exhibit flat bands at small twist angles, but the shape of the bands depends sensitively on the stacking
of the outer layers. To gain further insight, we study the evolution of the band structure as the outer layers
are rigidly moved away from the inner layers, while preserving their atomic relaxations. This reveals that the
hybridization with the outer layers results in an additional flattening of the inner-layer flat band manifold. Our
results establish AA/AA and AB/AA twisted double bilayers as interesting moiré materials with different flat
band physics compared to the widely studied AB/AB system.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.102.155146

I. INTRODUCTION

Introducing a twist between two stacked graphene sheets
creates a moiré pattern which is characterized by a spatially
varying stacking configuration between the two layers [1–7].
Specifically, AA stacked regions are surrounded by AB or BA
stacked regions [8–10]. Importantly, the properties of twisted
bilayer graphene (tBLG) can be controlled via the twist angle
between the two layers [11–23]. Near the first magic angle
(approximately 1.1◦ ), tBLG exhibits flat electronic bands [2],
correlated insulator states and superconductivity at low temperatures [24–33].
Besides tBLG, other moiré materials have been explored,
including bilayers of transition metal dichalcogenides [34–38]
and graphene systems consisting of more than two sheets. A
prominent member of the latter class is twisted double bilayer
graphene (tDBLG), which is obtained by introducing a twist
between two bilayers of graphene [39–44]. Several groups
[40,42,45–47] used the tear and stack method to fabricate
tDBLG consisting of two AB stacked bilayers (which we
denote as AB/AB tDBLG). They observed that this system
also exhibits flat bands [41,48–50] which can be tuned by applying an electric field. In addition, correlated insulator states
in applied electric fields have been experimentally observed
[40,42,45,46,51].
To understand the electronic structure of AB/AB tDBLG, several groups calculated the band structure using the
tight-binding approach [41,47,48,50] or continuum models
[39,41,43,49,52] and found flat bands near a magic angle of
1.3◦ , which is somewhat larger than the magic angle in tBLG
2469-9950/2020/102(15)/155146(12)

[2]. The flat bands exhibit nonvanishing Chern numbers suggesting that tDBLG might serve as a platform for studying the
interplay of topological properties and strong electron correlations [43]. Haddadi et al. [41] carried out density-functional
theory (DFT) calculations for AB/AB tDBLG and observed
a gap opening at large twist angles, which was interpreted as
the consequence of an intrinsic symmetric polarization in the
system. Rickhaus et al. [47] verified this prediction experimentally and demonstrated that the band gap can be closed by
the application of an external electric field.
To date, all studies of tDBLG have focused on systems formed from bilayers with AB stacking, which is the
lowest-energy stacking configuration [53]. However, it is
also possible to fabricate bilayers with AA stacking [53–56]
which corresponds to a metastable configuration. Interestingly, AA stacked bilayer graphene exhibits a fundamentally
different electronic structure to AB stacked bilayer graphene
[55,57,58]. While the bands in the undoped AB bilayer are
parabolic and touch at the Fermi level [55,59], the band
structure of the AA bilayer approximately consists of two
copies of the monolayer band structure that are shifted in
energy relative to each other [55]. In the undoped AA bilayer, the electron and hole Fermi surfaces are nested making
this system unstable to phase transitions induced by electron interactions. Several studies [54,55] have analyzed the
interplay of the various competing phases and suggest that
undoped AA bilayer graphene should exhibit an antiferromagnetic ground state. This suggests that AA stacked bilayer
graphene is an interesting building block for novel moiré
materials.
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In this paper we study the atomic and electronic structure
of various tDBLG systems consisting of AA and AB bilayers. In particular, we investigate both AA/AA and AB/AB
“homodouble bilayers” as well as the AB/AA “heterodouble bilayer.” First, the atomic structure of these systems is
obtained from relaxations using classical force fields. We
find that in all tDLBG systems, the atomic structure of the
inner two layers is similar to that of tBLG with significant
in-plane and out-of-plane displacements. The atomic structure
of the outer layers is influenced by that of the inner layers
but also depends on the bilayer stacking: Outer layers in AB
systems display similar relaxations as the inner layers, while
there are significant differences for the outer layers in AA
systems as the atoms attempt to avoid the higher-energy AA
stacking. Next, the electronic structure is determined using a
tight-binding approach that includes the intrinsic symmetric
polarization. We find that all systems exhibit flat bands, whose
widths depend sensitively on the twist angle. While the flat
bands in AB/AB tDBLG are separated from higher-energy
bands by finite-energy gaps, this is not the case in AA/AA and
AA/AB tDBLG. Interestingly, the band structures of the various tDBLG systems exhibit features that are reminiscent of
both the constituent bilayers and also of tBLG. To understand
the flat band formation in more detail, we study the evolution
of the band structure as the distance of the outer layers from
the inner tBLG unit is increased rigidly while maintaining
the atomic relaxation of each layer. This demonstrates that
tDBLG inherits the flat bands of the inner tBLG unit and
suggests that it is useful to think of tDBLG as tBLG that has
been “functionalized” by adding the outer layers.
II. METHODS

We study commensurate moiré units of tDBLG. Similarly
to tBLG [60,61], these can be described by two integers n and
m and the corresponding primitive moiré lattice vectors can
be expressed in terms of n and m according to
(1)
t1 = na1 + ma2 t2 = −ma1 + (n + m)a2 ,
√
√
where a1 = a/2( 3, −1) and a2 = a/2( 3, 1) denote the
graphene primitive lattice vectors with a = 2.42 Å being the
lattice constant of graphene [59].
Starting from tDBLG composed of flat graphene sheets,
we determine the relaxed atomic structure using a classical
force field model as implemented in the LAMMPS software
package [62]. To describe interactions between carbon atoms
belonging to the same graphene layer, the AIREBO-morse
potential [63] was used with a cutoff distance of 2.5 Å [64,65].
For interactions between carbon atoms in different graphene
sheets, we used the Kolmogorov-Crespi potential [66] with a
cutoff distance of 20 Å [9,65,67]. The fast inertial relaxation
engine (FIRE) is used for the relaxations with an energy
tolerance of 10−10 eV per atom and a displacement tolerance
of 10−7 Å [68].
To calculate the electronic band structure of tDBLG, we
employ an atomistic tight-binding approach. The Hamiltonian
is given by


i ĉi† ĉi +
[t (ri − r j )ĉ†j ĉi + H.c.],
(2)
Ĥ =
i

ij

where i denotes the on-site energy of the pz orbital on carbon atom i at position ri and ĉi† (ĉi ) creates (annihilates) an
electron in this orbital. Spin indices have been suppressed for
clarity of notation. The hopping parameter t (ri − r j ) between
atoms i and j is calculated using the Slater-Koster rules [69]




r · êz 2
r · êz 2
+ Vppπ (r) 1 −
,
(3)
t (r) = Vppσ (r)
|r|
|r|
0
exp{qσ (1 − |r|/dAB )}(Rc − |r|) and
with Vppσ (r) = Vppσ
0
Vppπ (r) = Vppπ exp{qπ (1 − |r|/a )}(Rc − |r|). We use the
0
= 0.48 eV, which is the σ hopfollowing parameters: Vppσ
0
ping between pz orbitals, and Vppπ
= −2.7 eV for the π
hopping [59,69,70]; a = 1.397 Å is the carbon-carbon bond
length and dAB = 3.35 Å is the interlayer spacing of an AB
stacked bilayer graphene. Finally, qσ = 7.43 and qπ = 3.14
are dimensionless the decay parameters [3,4]. Hoppings between carbon atoms whose distance is larger than the cutoff
Rc = 10 Å are neglected [67].
To obtain tight-binding band structures that agree with
DFT calculations of AB/AB stacked tDBLG [41,47] an onsite energy of −30 meV must be included for all atoms in
the inner layers. We use the same on-site energy for the
calculations of AA/AA and AB/AA tDBLG. This is reasonable as charge transfer, implied by the presence of an
intrinsic symmetric polarization [41], is driven by the work
function difference between the central tBLG unit and the
outer graphene monolayers and should only weakly depend
on the outer layer stacking. To assess the accuracy of this
assumption, we have compared the resulting tight-binding
band structures with ab initio DFT results (see Appendix A)
and found good agreement.
We also present results for the density of states (DOS)
of tDBLG. For all systems, the DOS was calculated using a
31 × 31 Monkhorst-Pack kpoint grid centered at the  point
of the first Brillouin zone. To obtain smooth curves, a Gaussian broadening was employed that was optimized for each
twist angle. The values of the Gaussian broadening parameters
are as follows: σg = 4 meV for θ = 2.45◦ , σg = 3 meV for
θ = 2.13◦ , σg = 2.5 meV for θ = 1.89◦ , and σg = 1.6 meV
for θ = 1.70◦ .

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Relaxed atomic structure

Similarly to tBLG, the relaxed tDBLG structures exhibit
significant out-of-plane and in-plane atomic displacements
for small twist angles [48,71,72]. Figure 1 shows the outof-plane displacements of AA/AA and AB/AB tDBLG for
θ = 0.73◦ (corresponding to n = 45 and m = 46). The atomic
structure of the AB/AA tDBLG is shown in Appendix B;
in this system, the structure of the AB bilayer is very similar to that of the AB/AB tDBLG and the structure of the
AA bilayer is similar to that of AA/AA tDBLG. For all
tDBLG structures, we find that the atomic structure of the
inner two layers resembles closely that of isolated tBLG,
see Figs. 1(b), 1(e) 1(c) and 1(f), for example. In particular,
the interlayer distances in the AA regions are larger than those
in the AB regions, reflecting the larger interlayer separation
of the untwisted AA bilayer (3.6 Å compared to 3.35 Å for
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FIG. 1. Out-of-plane atomic displacements of tDBLG at θ = 0.73◦ measured as the distance from the central plane (whose z coordinate is
equal to the average z coordinate of all atoms in the unit cell). (a) Atoms in layer 1 of AB/AB tDBLG; (b) atoms in layer 2 of AB/AB tDBLG;
(c) out-of-plane displacements along the moiré cell diagonal [indicated by the dashed green line in (a) and (b) corresponding to s = α(t1 + t2 )
with α ranging from 0 to 2] for atoms in layer 1 (upper subplot) and layer 2 (lower subplot); the black dashed line shows the out-of-plane
displacement of the top layer in tBLG. [(d)–(f)] Analogous plots for AA/AA tDBLG.

the AB bilayer) [71]. Interestingly, we find that the size of
the AA regions in AB/AB tDBLG is somewhat larger than
that of AA/AA tDBLG. Each AA region is surrounded by six
triangular shaped AB and BA regions which are separated by
thin lines where the bilayer has so-called saddle-point (sometimes denoted AA ) stacking [53]. The size of the AB and
BA regions is significantly larger than the AA regions. This is
a consequence of atomic relaxations which favor low-energy
AB stacking and shrink high-energy AA stacking regions. In
AA/AA tDBLG we observe that the six AB and BA regions
have the same out-of-plane displacement, while this is not the
case in AB/AB tDBLG which only exhibits a three-fold symmetry with three of the six AB and BA regions surrounding the
central AA spot having a larger displacement than the other
three, see Fig. 1(b). This can also be seen in the lower subpanels of Figs. 1(c) and 1(f), which compare the out-of-plane
displacements along the diagonal of the moiré unit cell to
that of tBLG. The corrugation of tBLG and AA/AA tDBLG
is symmetric with respect to the center of the AA region

while that of AB/AB tDBLG is not. Figures 1(c) and 1(f)
also show that the magnitude of the inner layer out-of-plane
displacements of AA/AA and AB/AB tDBLG is similar to
that of tBLG.
The out-of-plane displacements of the outer layers is
shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(d). For AB/AB tDBLG, the outer
layer displacements follow closely that of the inner layer. In
contrast, there are significant differences between the inner
and outer layer displacements for AA/AA tDBLG. The outer
layers of AA/AA tDBLG also exhibit large out-of-plane displacements in the AA regions, but these neither connected
by lines of saddle-point stacking nor are they surrounded by
triangle shaped AB and BA regions. Instead, the AA regions
are surrounded by a sixfold flower-shaped dip in the out-ofplane displacements followed by a roughly hexagon-shaped
region of increased displacements, see also the upper subpanel
in Fig. 1(f).
The in-plane displacements of AA/AA and AB/AB
tDBLG at θ = 0.73◦ are shown in Fig. 2. Both inner and
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FIG. 2. Atomic in-plane displacements of tDBLG with a twist angle of θ = 0.73◦ . The arrows connect the initial unrelaxed atomic positions
to the final relaxed ones. Purple arrows indicate an anticlockwise rotation around the AA regions, while green arrows indicate a clockwise
rotation. (a) Layer 1 of AB/AB tDBLG, (b) layer 2 of AB/AB tDBLG. [(c) and (d)] Analogous plots for AA/AA tDBLG.

outer layers exhibit significant in-plane displacements with
a vortexlike shape around the AA regions. Interestingly, the
vortices in layers 1 and 2 both revolve counterclockwise in
AB/AB tDBLG, while in AA/AA tDBLG the vortex in layer
1 revolves clockwise and the vortex of layer 2 counterclockwise. The magnitude of the in-plane displacements is always
larger in the inner layers, and AA/AA tDBLG exhibits larger
displacements than AB/AB tDBLG.
The observed in-plane and out-of-plane displacements of
tDBLG can be understood by considering the energies of
the various stacking arrangements. AA stacking has a high
energy and therefore the relaxations reduce the size of these
regions and increase the size of lower-energy AB regions.
This is achieved by the vortex-shaped in-plane displacements which bring the atoms of the inner two layers closer
to an AB stacking configuration. In AB/AB tDBLG, the
atoms in the outer layers follow the in-plane displacements
of the inner layers to preserve approximate AB stacking.
Instead, atoms in the outer layers of AA/AA tDBLG move
in the opposite direction to those in the inner layer to reduce AA stacking. This reduces the steric repulsion between
atoms in inner and outer layers and creates to regions with
smaller out-of-plane displacement around the AA centers, see
Fig. 1(d).
Finally, we explain why AB/AB tDBLG has a lower symmetry than AA/AA tDBLG and tBLG. While in tBLG all
AB and BA stacked regions are equivalent, the presence of
the outer layers in AB/AB tBLG results in two inequivalent
stacking configurations: in one configuration, layers 1 and 3
(and also layers 2 and 4) are in an AA configuration (similar to
the ABA trilayer stacking). In the other configuration, layers
1 and 3 are in a different AB configuration than layers 2

and 3 (similarly to the ABC trilayer stacking). The steric
repulsion in the ABC configuration is smaller than in the ABA
configuration resulting in a smaller out-of-plane displacement
in three of the six triangle-shaped regions in Figs. 1(a) and
1(b).
Figure 3 shows the twist-angle dependence of atomic relaxations of tDBLG. For both AA/AA and AB/AB tDBLG,
the maximum out-of-plane displacement of the inner layers
increases with decreasing twist angle, while minimum outof-plane displacement decreases in qualitative agreement with
tBLG [8–10,71,73], see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Interestingly, the
maximum and minimum displacements of tDBLG are always
smaller than those of tBLG. This is a consequence of the
presence of the outer layers which result in a van der Waals
pressure that pushes the inner two layers closer together. In
contrast to the inner layers, the maximum and minimum outof-plane displacements of the outer layers do not sensitively
depend on the twist angle and are close to the value of untwisted AA and AB stacked bilayers.
The average in-plane displacements as function of twist
angle are shown in Fig. 3(c). At small twist angles the inplane displacements increase significantly, reaching 10% of
the carbon-carbon bond length at 1◦ for the inner layers. This
is a consequence of the competition between the energy gain
achieved by maximizing the size of AB regions and the energy
cost of the required strain to achieve this. At small angles,
the size of the AB and BA regions grows, significantly compensating the energy cost of large atomic displacements. We
find that the in-plane displacements of AA/AA tDBLG are
somewhat larger than those of AB/AB tDBLG. Moreover, the
displacements of the outer layers are approximately a factor of
three smaller than the inner layer displacements.
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FIG. 3. Twist angle dependence of atomic relaxations in tDBLG. (a) Maximum (solid lines) and minimum (dashed lines) interlayer
separations as a function of twist angle for AB/AB tDBLG (between outer layers shown in red and between inner layers in yellow) and
tBLG (black). (b) Analogous plot for AA/AA stacked tDBLG with interlayer separation between outer layers shown in blue and between
inner layers in purple. (c) Average in-plane displacement, u, as a function of twist angle for AB/AB tDBLG, AA/AA tDBLG, and tBLG.
(d) Difference between the maximum and minimum carbon-carbon bond lengths, a, in percentage of the equilibrium bond length as a
function of twist angle.

Finally, Fig. 3(d) shows the difference between the maximum and minimum carbon-carbon bond lengths as function
of twist angle. We find that the changes in the bond length are
quite small [9,10], but increase significantly for small twist
angles. Again, the changes in AA/AA tDBLG are larger than
those in the AB/AB system with bonds length changes in the
inner layers being larger than those in the outer layers.
B. Electronic structure

Figure 4 shows the band structure of AB/AB, AA/AA,
and AB/AA tDBLG at three twist angles: 2.45◦ , 1.70◦ , and
1.30◦ (results at other twist angles are shown in Appendix C).
In Appendices C and D, we show the how relaxations (relaxed
vs. pristine structures are shown in Appendix C) affect the
band structure and also how only including out-of-plane
relaxations is reasonable at large angles but not small ones
(shown in Appendix D). For AB/AB tDBLG, we obtain a set
of four bands near the Fermi level which are separated from
all other bands by energy gaps [39,41,43,49]. The width of
this band manifold decreases as the twist angle is reduced.
The dispersion of the flat bands is qualitatively similar to that
of tBLG. However, at larger twist angles (see, for example,
the band structures for 2.45◦ or 1.70◦ ), the undoped material
is not a semimetal, but a semiconductor with small direct
band gaps at the K and K  points of the moiré Brillouin
zone. Interestingly, the band gaps become smaller as the twist
angle is reduced and vanish near the magic angle which is
defined as the twist angle with the smallest width of the flat

band manifold [47]. Figure 5(a) shows the width of the flat
bands (approximated by  , the energy difference of the
highest valence band and the lowest conduction band at the
 point) and demonstrates that the magic angle lies near 1.3◦ ,
somewhat larger than the value for tBLG (1.1◦ ). The shape
of  near the magic angle is flatter than that of tBLG which
exhibits a clear V shape. This suggests that strong correlation
phenomena in AB/AB tDBLG should be less sensitive to the
precise value of the twist angle in the vicinity of the magic
angle. Figure 5(b) shows that energy gap K at the K and K 
points as function of twist angle. It can be seen that at twist
angles smaller than the magic angle, the system exhibits again
a nonzero band gap. These findings for AB/AB tDBLG are
in good agreement with previous studies [39–41,43,48,49].
The band structure of AA/AA tDBLG near the K point is
similar to that of the untwisted AA bilayer with two Dirac
cones that are shifted up and down in energy. In contrast
to AB/AB tDBLG, the low-energy bands are not separated
from the higher-energy bands by energy gaps. As the twist
angle is reduced, the energy splitting between the Dirac cones
is reduced significantly. Figure 5(b) shows that the energy
splitting of the Dirac cones reaches a minimum at a twisted
angle near 1.3◦ and then increases again. In addition, it can
be seen that the band structure at 2.45◦ features extremely flat
bands between M and . Similarly, we find ultraflat bands
between K and M at θ = 1.3◦ . These findings suggest that
AA/AA tDBLG is a promising candidate for observing strong
correlation phenomena that can be tuned via the twist angle.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of band structures of AB/AB, AA/AA, and AB/AA tDBLG. Results are shown for three twist angles: 2.45◦ , 1.70◦ ,
and 1.30◦ . The Fermi energy of the undoped systems is set to 0 eV.

The band structure of AB/AA tDBLG contains elements
from both AA/AA and AB/AB tDBLG. Specifically, we observe shifted Dirac cones at K (see band structure in Fig. 4
at 2.45◦ , for example) in addition to a set of bands that look
similar to the tBLG bands but with a gap at K. The bands
flatten as the twist angle is reduced to 1.7◦ . At θ = 1.3◦ , the
low-energy band structure features many entangled bands.

Interestingly, the band structures of all twisted double bilayers feature elements that are reminiscent of tBLG. This
suggests that it might be instructive view the double bilayer
as a central tBLG unit whose band structure is perturbed by
the addition of the outer layers. To explore this viewpoint, we
have studied the evolution of the double bilayer band structure
as the distance of the outer layers is increased from the inner

FIG. 5. (a) Energy difference  between flat conduction and valence bands at the  point in tDLBG as function of twist angle. We also
show tBLG results for comparison. (b) Energy difference K between flat conduction and valence bands at the K point in tDLBG as function
of twist angle.
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FIG. 6. Evolution of the band structure of AB/AB, AA/AA, and AB/AA tDBLG as the outer layers are rigidly shifted away from the
two inner layers by 0.5 Å and 2.0 Å at a twist angle of 2.45◦ and comparison to the band structure at the relaxed geometry. Note that for the
separated structures, no on-site potential is added.

tBLG component. Figure 6 compares the band structures of
AB/AB, AA/AA, and AB/AA tDBLG at the relaxed atomic
configuration with the result for configurations where the
outer layers are rigidly shifted away from the inner layers by
0.5 Å and 2.0 Å (note that no on-site potential was added for
these calculations). For the largest separation between inner
and outer layers, we can clearly see a tBLG-like set of bands in
addition to monolayer graphene bands for all tDBLG systems.
As the distance between inner and outer layers is reduced,
we find that the tBLG states and the monolayer graphene
states hybridize. This pushes the tBLG states to lower energies
resulting in an additional hybridization-induced band flattening, while the graphene states are pushed to higher energies.
Of course, the detailed structure of the hybridized flat bands
depends on the stacking of the outer layers. These findings
suggests that it is possible to control flat bands properties via
the hybridization of the inner tBLG with the outer layers.
This hybridization can be modified by changing the outer

layer stacking, shifting the on-site energies of the outer layers through application of a gate voltage or by changing the
chemistry of the outer layers (for example, by using transitionmetal dichalcogenides instead of graphene).
Finally, we present results for the density of states (DOS)
of AA/AA, AB/AB, and AB/AA tDBLG at four different
twist angles in Fig. 7. The (local) density of states can be
directly measured in scanning tunneling experiments and the
value of the DOS at the Fermi level is a key parameter in
weak coupling approaches of electronic phase transitions. At a
twist angle of 2.45◦ , the DOS of all tDLBG structures exhibits
peaks originating from van Hove singularities (vHS) near the
Fermi level of the undoped system. While the DOS of AA/AA
and AB/AA tDBLG exhibit two peaks, the DOS of AB/AB
tDBLG exhibits four peaks: the two smaller ones are closer
to the Fermi level and their energies coincide with the peak
positions of the AA/AA and AB/AB systems, while the two
larger peaks are slightly farther away from the Fermi energy.

FIG. 7. Density of states of AB/AB, AA/AA, and AB/AA tDBLG at four different twist angles. All energies are referenced to the Fermi
energy of the undoped system.
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Interestingly, AB/AA tDBLG exhibits the largest DOS values
among the three tDBLG systems at this twist angle. The four
peak structure in the DOS of AB/AB tDBLG can be traced
back to its semiconducting band structure with the two smaller
peaks arising from states near the valence and conduction
band edges, while the larger peaks derive from bands near the
M point, similar to tBLG [13]. Both AA/AA and AB/AA
tDBLG are metallic and hybridization with the outer layers
pushes the M point states closer to the Fermi level giving rise
to two large vHS peaks in the DOS. Reducing the twist angle
to 2.13◦ shifts the vHS peaks of the AB/AA and AB/AB
systems closer to the Fermi level as a consequence of band
flattening. For AA/AA tDBLG, the sharp vHS peaks disappear leaving only a single broad peak at the Fermi level.
At even smaller twist angles (bottom panels of Fig. 7),
the DOS of AB/AB tDBLG exhibits only two sharp vHS
peaks because the band gap closes near the magic angle.
In contrast, there are no qualitative changes in the DOS of
AA/AA tDBLG (which exhibits a single broad peak near the
Fermi level) and that of AB/AA tDBLG (which exhibits two
sharp vHS peaks). At θ < 1.8◦ , AB/AB tDBLG exhibits the
highest vHS peaks among the three tDBLG structures and this
likely the reason why this system is particularly susceptible to
interaction-induced electronic phase transitions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the atomic and electronic structure of
AB/AB, AA/AA, and AB/AA tDBLG. In all systems, the
atomic structure of the inner layers is similar to that of tBLG.
In contrast, the structure of the outer layers depends on the
stacking: Outer layers of AB bilayers follow the structure
of the inner layers preserving the energetically favorable AB
stacking, while atoms in the outer layers of AA bilayers attempt to avoid the unfavorable AA stacking resulting in a
vortex-shaped in-plane displacement with an opposite sense
of rotation than that of the inner layers. The electronic band
structure of all tDBLG systems exhibits flat bands at small

twist angles, but the shape of the bands depends sensitively
on the stacking of the outer layers. To gain further insight, we
analyze the evolution of the band structure as the outer layers
are rigidly shifted away from the central tBLG unit, while
retaining the atomic relaxations of each layer. This reveals that
the hybridization between the flat bands of the tBLG and the
graphene states of the outer layers leads to an additional band
flattening and suggests the possibility of engineering flat band
properties via the “functionalization” of tBLG by additional
layers of two-dimensional materials. We also study the density
of states of the different tBLG systems and find that AB/AB
and AB/AA tDBLG exhibits two sharp van Hove singularities
near the Fermi level, while the AA/AA system only exhibits a
single broad peak at small twist angles. Our findings suggest
that the outer layer stacking results in qualitatively different
flat band physics and introduces AA/AA and AB/AA tDBLG
as promising moiré materials for studying strong electron
correlations.
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APPENDIX A: DFT COMPARISON

In Figure 8, we compare the atomistic tight-binding calculations against ab initio DFT calculations (details of which
can be found in the caption of Fig. 8). In both calculations,
the classically relaxed structures were used. We find good
agreement between both methods, and therefore, we have
confidence in our tight-binding model.

FIG. 8. Comparison between tight-binding and ab initio DFT band structures for AA/AA and AB/AA tDBLG. Note that an on-site
potential is included in the tight-binding Hamiltonian, as described in the Methods. DFT calculations were carried out using the ONETEP
code [74,75]. For these, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional [76] with projector-augmented-wave pseudopotentials
[77,78] was employed and the kinetic-energy cutoff was set to 800 eV. A minimal basis consisting of four nonorthogonal generalized Wannier
functions per carbon atom was used. Because of the metallic nature of these systems, the ensemble-DFT approach was used [79,80].
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APPENDIX B: RELAXATIONS OF AB/AA

FIG. 9. Out-of-plane and in-plane relaxations of tAB/AA tDBLG for a twist angle of θ = 0.73◦ . [(a)–(d)] Out-of-plane displacements for
layers 1 to 4, respectively; [(e)–(h)] in-plane displacements for layers 1 to 4, respectively.

In Figure 9 we display the relaxations of the AB/AA system. The inner layers of this system relax in a similar way to tBLG,
just as we showed for AB/AB and AA/AA in the main text. The outer layer of the AB bilayer follows the relaxations if the inner
layer, in an attempt to retain the low energy AB stacking throughout the moiré unit cell. While the outer layer of the AA bilayer
relaxes in a more complicated way, similarly to AA/AA described in the main text.
APPENDIX C: BAND STRUCTURES AT OTHER TWIST ANGLES

In Figure 10 we display the band structures for AB/AB, AA/AA and AB/AA at a number of twist angles not shown in the
main text. In these plots, we show band structures with pristine atomic positions and relaxed atomic positions. Note, the onsite
potential, outlined in the Methods, was used for both pristine and relaxed structures. We find the lattice reconstruction opens up
gaps between the flat bands and the bands adjacent to these, as is also well known for tBLG.
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FIG. 10. Band structures of relaxed (black) and unrelaxed (blue) AB/AB, AA/AA, and AB/AA tDBLG. The Fermi energy of the undoped
system is set to zero. Onsite potentials for the inner layer atoms were included in all calculations. For the unrelaxed structures, the following
interlayer separations were used: For the AB/AB system all interlayer separations were set to 3.35 Å, for the AA/AA system all interlayer
separations were set to 3.6 Å, for the AB/AA system all but the AB interlayer separation (which was set to 3.35 Å) were set to 3.6 Å. For the
AB/AB system we find that relaxations increase the energy gaps between the flat bands and the remote bands—similarly as in twisted bilayer
graphene. The effects of relaxations are more complicated for the AA/AA and AB/AA systems. For all systems, the effect of relaxations
becomes more important as the twist angle is reduced.

APPENDIX D: EFFECT OF OUT-OF-PLANE RELAXATIONS

In Figure 11 we display band structure calculations for AB/AB, AA/AA and AB/AA with fully relaxed positions and where
only the z-positions are relaxed (obtained from setting the fully relaxed x-y positions back to their pristine x-y coordinates, while
retaining the relaxed z-coordinates). Note the onsite potential of -30 meV on the inner layers was included. This highlights the
effect of out-of-plane relaxations. We find that the out-of-plane relaxations dominate at large angles, with the effect of in-plane
relaxations becoming more important at small angles.
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FIG. 11. Comparison of band structures of fully relaxed (black) AB/AB, AA/AA, and AB/AA tDBLG with systems that only include
out-of-plane relaxations and no in-plane relaxations (dark orange). The Fermi energy of the undoped system is set to zero. Including only
out-of-plane relaxations is sufficient to reproduce the band structures of the fully relaxed systems at large twist angles. At small twist angles,
however, significant differences are observed, demonstrating the importance of in-plane relaxations.
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